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Abstract
Sevo�urane anesthesia during neonatal period was reported to sensitize the rodent animals to stress later
in life. The authors tested the hypothesis that repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats increased
the brain vulnerability to future stress exposure and resulted in fear-extinction de�cit, and investigated
whether the neonatal brain depolarizing γ-aminobutyric acid type A receptor (GABAAR) is involved in
mediating these abnormalities. Neonatal Sprague-Dawley male rats, pretreated with vehicle or the NKCC1
inhibitor, bumetanide, received sequential exposures to 3% sevo�urane for 2 hours on postnatal days (P)
5, 6, 7 and then were exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training at P14. Juvenile
rats at different developmental brain stage receiving identical sevo�urane exposures on P25, 26, 27 were
also studied. The results showed repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats increased the cation-
chloride cotransporters NKCC1/KCC2 ratio in the PFC at P14. Repeated exposures to sevo�urane in
neonatal rather than juvenile rats enhanced the stress response and exacerbated neuroapoptosis in the
PFC after exposed to electric foot shock in fear conditioning training. Neonatal rather than juvenile
sevo�urane-exposed rats exhibited de�cits in fear extinction training and recall. Pretreatment of neonatal
rats prior to sevo�urane exposures with bumetanide reduced the NKCC1/KCC2 ratio at P14 and
ameliorated most of the subsequent adverse effects. Our study indicates that repeated sevo�urane
exposures in neonatal rats might increase the brain vulnerability to future stress exposure and resulted in
fear-extinction de�cit, which might be associated with the neonatal enhanced brain depolarizing GABAAR
activity.

Introduction
Sevo�urane is routinely administered to infant of humans for procedural anesthesia. Neonatal
sevo�urane-induced neurobehavioral dysfunctions have been displayed in some animal experimental
reports [1–4]. However, since there are various environmental challenges or stress during brain
development for humans, the association between neonatal sevo�urane exposure and future
neurocognitive disorders were always full of controversy.

Disturbance of neuroendocrine response to stress were reported to be associated with many
neuropsychiatric disorders, such as depression and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [5–7]. People
who used to be suffered from extremely stress events have an increased risk in development of PTSD. In
recent years, more and more animal experimental reports have demonstrated early life anesthetic
exposure might contribute to neuroendocrine disturbance and sensitize the animal to environmental
stress later in life [8–10]. Moreover, later life environmental insult or stress might exacerbate
neurodevelopmental disorders for neonatal anesthetic-exposed animals [10]. It has been considered that
the adverse developmental results of anesthetic exposure in neonatal animals might be linked with future
experiences [11], it is plausible that neurocognitive abnormalities might be the result of a accumulated
in�uence initially programmed by early life anesthetic exposure and later exacerbated by future adverse
stressful factors, such as various types of psychic and physical trauma.
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Sevo�urane exposure at early life for rodent animals might contribute to abnormal social behaviors
similar to autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [12]. It has been reported that certain traits of ASD might
predispose the population to an increased vulnerability to future adverse stress exposure and
development of PTSD [13–15]. The activation target of sevo�urane include γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
type A receptor (GABAAR). The cation-chloride cotransporters Na+-K+-2Cl− (NKCC1) and K+-2Cl−-2 (KCC2)
play a crucial role in regulation of GABAAR response to GABA. NKCC1 renders GABAAR excitatory to GABA
in the immature neurons, whereas the increased expression of KCC2 renders GABAAR to its inhibitory role.
Imbalances in transition of NKCC1/KCC2 could lead to hyperexcitability in neurocircuitry. The NKCC1
inhibitor bumetanide was reported to enhance the role of GABAergic inhibition, which attenuated the
electrical and behavioral disorders in models of ASD [16–18]. In the present study, the neonatal
sevo�urane-exposed rats were exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training and the
authors tested the hypothesis that repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats increased the brain
vulnerability to future stress exposure and resulted in fear-extinction de�cit, and investigated whether the
neonatal brain depolarizing GABAAR is involved in mediating these abnormalities.

Methods
Animals

The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of West China Hospital, Sichuan University, and
was guided in accordance with the ARRIVE guidelines and the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals from the National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD, USA). Pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats were
housed individually in standard conditions with a 12-h light/dark cycle (light from 07:00–19:00) at 24 ± 1
°C and ad libitum access to food and water. Five days after the delivery, litters were culled to 12 male
pups. Pups were weaned at P21 and housed in groups of four for a further study during juvenile period.
To control for litter variability, we used several male pups from different litters for each treatment
condition.

Experimental Design of the Study

The experimental design of the study is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the �rst set of experiments (Fig. 1A), the
neonatal P5 to P7 male rat pups were randomly assigned to sevo�urane (SEV) and control (CON) groups,
then rats were exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training at P14. The
NKCC1/KCC2 ratio in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) was determined after rats exposed to electric foot
shock stress in fear conditioning training. To test the stress response and brain vulnerability to future
stress exposure after repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats, serum corticosterone and
neuroapoptosis in the PFC after exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training at P14
were measured. To test the hypothesis that repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats resulted in
future fear-extinction de�cit, fear conditioned-rats were subjected to fear extinction training at P18. Fear
extinction recall was assessed at P20. In the second set of experiments (Fig. 1B), in order to test whether
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sevo�urane exposure at different developmental brain stage contributed to different results, juvenile rats
receiving identical sevo�urane exposures on P25, 26, 27 were explored.

Neonatal and Juvenile Sevo�urane Exposure 

The neonatal P5 to P7 male rat pups were randomly assigned to sevo�urane (SEV) or control (CON, not
exposed to sevo�urane) groups. Rats in the SEV group were exposed to 3% sevo�urane in O2/N2
(fraction of inspired oxygen 50%, or FiO2 50%) for two hours daily on three consecutive days from P5 to
P7, in a thermostated chamber set to 37±1°C. The total gas �ow was two Litre min−1. The rats breathed
spontaneously, and the concentration of sevo�urane and oxygen were monitored continuously employing
a calibrated Datex side stream analyser that sampled from inside of the chamber. Receiving 3%
sevo�urane exposure for two hours does not signi�cantly alter blood gas values according to our
previous study [11]. After the daily two hours sevo�urane exposure, the rat pups were placed in a
thermostated chamber to recover and were returned to the mothers when gaining the righting re�ex. Rat
pups in the CON group were separated from the dams for identical duration of time in same conditions
(37 ± 1°C), FiO2 50%), except for exposure to sevo�urane. To study the role of GABAAR in the present

study, a subgroup of rats received three injections of the Na+–K+–2Cl− cotransporter
inhibitor, bumetanide, (BUM, 1.82 mg/kg, intraperitoneally, i.p.) 15 min prior to the daily sevo�urane
exposure (SEV + BUM group). BUM in this concentration/dose range is commonly used as the most
selective and effective of currently available inhibitors of NKCC1 [17, 18]. In order to control for the
injections of bumetanide prior to anesthesia, other experimental groups received equal volumes of vehicle
(VEH, i.p.) saline at P5, P6 and P7. In order to test whether sevo�urane exposure at different
developmental brain stage contributed to different results, juvenile rats receiving identical sevo�urane
exposures on P25, 26, 27 were explored.

Stress Exposure in Fear Conditioning Training and Fear Extinction Training

The inescapable electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training based on the previous study was
performed in the present study [19]. Brie�y, the conditioning chamber consisted of a brightly lit plexiglass
box with stainless steel-grid �oor (Shanghai Softmaze Information Technology Co. Ltd., Shanghai,
China). An infrared video camera mounted on the rear wall of the cabinets recorded the activity of each
rat inside the chamber. The electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training occurred on P14 for
neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats or on P34 for juvenile sevo�urane-exposed rats. Fear-conditioning
experiment include a two min exploration period followed by ten conditioned stimulus (CS)–
unconditioned stimulus (US) pairings (CS, 70 dB white noise, 20-s duration; US, 2.0 mA electric foot shock
intensity, 4-s duration; US was delivered during the last 4-s of the CS presentation) separated by one min
each. Four days after the conditioning trial, the activities in Open-�eld test was recorded. The fear
conditioning acquisition was determined by receiving 2 min CS presentations in an alternative context
with distinct visual and tactile cues after a two min adaptation period and then a fear extinction
training (for the same set of rats) was performed by receiving 6 x 2 min CS presentations (interval of 2
min). The rate of the rat’s freezing response (de�ned as the absence of movement except that required for
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respiration) for every 2 min CS presentation was recorded to measure the fear memory. The level of
nonspeci�c freezing provoked by the new context was controlled for two min before the presentation of
the cue in that new context. Rats were tested for extinction recall by receiving 2 min CS presentation 48
hrs after extinction training. At the end of testing for each rat, the arena was cleaned with 75% alcohol to
avoid the presence of olfactory cues.

Open-�eld test 

The activities was determined in the Open-�eld test at P18 for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats and P38
for juvenile sevo�urane-exposed rats. In brief, the rats were placed in the centre of the open-�eld chamber
(100×100×40 cm). The rat activities were automatically recorded by a video tracking system and were
assessed by measuring the total distance travelled during a 10-min period. At the end of testing for each
rat, the arena was cleaned with 75% alcohol to avoid the presence of olfactory cues.

Measurement of Serum Corticosterone 

Serum corticosterone was measured using commercial ELISA kits (Cayman Chemical Company, Ann
Arbor, MI). In order to study the effect of repeated sevo�urane exposures on stress response
to electric foot shock in the fear conditioning training, serum levels of corticosterone under basal and
stress condition were measured in blood samples collected from the P14 (for neonatal sevo�urane-
exposed rats) or P34 (for juvenile sevo�urane-exposed rats) rats 60 min before the process of fear
conditioning training and 5 min after the last unconditioned stimulus (After-US). Blood sampling was
done using the “tail clip” method. Speci�cally, the distal 0.5 mm of the tail was removed using a sterile
scalpel blade, and blood was allowed to drain directly into a microcentrifuge tube. 

Western Blot

The PFC were collected 6 hours after exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning. Rats were
deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg kg−1, i.p.) and perfused with phosphate-buffered
saline through the left cardiac ventricle. The brains were removed from the skull, put into liquid nitrogen,
and then stored at 80°C until further use. On the day of analysis, the brain tissue was allowed to
equilibrate to a temperature of 4°C. Western blot analysis was performed as previously described [11]. For
primary antibodies, we used rabbit anti-NKCC1 (1:1000; Cell Signaling, USA), anti-KCC2 (1:1000; Cell
Signaling, USA), activated Cleaved Caspase-3 (1:500; Cell Signaling, USA). Antibody anti-β-actin (1:10
000; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used to detect β-actin (42 kDa). The membranes were incubated with
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:2000; sc-2004, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.,
Santa Cruz, CA). The Image J software (NIH Image, Bethesda, MD) was used for semiquanti�cation of
the bands. Expression of β-actin, determined with β-actin antibody, was used to control for loading
differences in the total protein amount. 

Statistical Analysis 
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Data are presented as mean ± SEM and analyzed by the Statistical Product for Social Sciences (version
17.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). Normal distribution of data was analyzed using the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test. Differences among multiple means were assessed by one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) , or repeated-measures two-way ANOVA followed by post hoc Bonferroni test. Independent
Student’s t-test was used for single comparisons between two groups. A p value less than 0.05 was
regarded as a statistically signi�cant difference.

Results
Repeated Sevo�urane Exposures in Neonatal Rats Increased the NKCC1/KCC2 Ratio in the PFC at P14,
Which was Alleviated by Pretreated with the NKCC1 Inhibitor Bumetanide

The authors investigated whether repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats altered the expression
the NKCC1/KCC2 ratio in the PFC during the day of fear conditioning training at P14. The results showed
repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats at P5-7 had no statistically difference on expression of
NKCC1 (F(2, 15) = 1.21, p = 0.11; One-way ANOVA; Fig. 2A) and KCC2 levels in the PFC at P14 (F(2, 15) = 0.94,
p = 0.08; One-way ANOVA; Fig. 2B). However, the resulting NKCC1/KCC2 ratio in the PFC at P14 was
signi�cantly increased for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats (F(2, 15) = 3.27, p < 0.05; Fig. 2C), which was
alleviated by pretreated with the NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide (F(2, 15) = 3.27, p < 0.05; Fig. 2C). These
results suggested the possibility the brain depolarizing GABAAR activity might be altered when exposed to
the electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training at P14 for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats,
which could be attenuated by pretreated with the NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide.

Repeated Exposures to Sevo�urane in Neonatal Rather Than Juvenile Rats Increased the Stress
Response to Electric Foot Shock in the Fear Conditioning Training

In order to assess whether neonatal exposure to sevo�urane alters the susceptibility to stress exposure,
serum corticosterone levels under basal and stress conditions were measured in blood samples collected
from P14 rats 60 min before the process of fear conditioning and 5 min after the last unconditioned
stimulus (After-US). The results showed neonatal sevo�urane-exposed had unaltered secretion of
corticosterone under the basal condition (Fig. 3A), however, the levels of corticosterone under stress
condition for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats was signi�cantly higher than CON + VEH group (F(3,21) = 
18.17, p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA; Fig. 3A). Pretreatment of neonatal rats prior to each sevo�urane
exposure with BUM signi�cantly attenuated the heightened secretion of corticosterone after the stress
exposure in fear conditioning training (F(3,21) = 18.17, p < 0.05; Fig. 3A).

To test whether sevo�urane exposure at different developmental brain stage affect the stress response,
juvenile rats receiving identical sevo�urane exposures on P25, 26, 27 were explored. The results showed
there were no statistical difference between SEV + VEH and CON + VEH groups in secretion of
corticosterone under basal and stress conditions (Fig. 3B) at P34.
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These results indicated repeated exposures to sevo�urane in neonatal rather than juvenile rats increased
the neuroendocrine response to future stress exposure, which might be associated with the neonatal
enhanced brain depolarizing GABAAR activity.

Repeated Sevo�urane Exposures in Neonatal Rats Increased the Brain Vulnerability to Future Stress
Exposure

The authors tested whether repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats increased the brain
vulnerability to the future stress exposure and whether the adverse results could be attenuated by
bumetanide. The basal neuroapoptosis for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats were determined without
receiving electric foot shock stress at P14. Other independent rat groups were used in determination of
stress-induced neuroapoptosis in the PFC six hours after exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear
conditioning training at P14. The results showed there was no signi�cantly difference in the
neuroapoptosis in the PFC for rats not receiving electric foot shock stress (p = 0.15; Fig. 4). However,
repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats at P5, 6, 7 increased the neuroapoptosis in the PFC six
hours after exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training at P14 (F(2, 15) = 5.12, p < 
0.01; Fig. 3C), which was alleviated by pretreated with the NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide (Fig. 3C, F(2,15) = 
5.12, p < 0.05; Fig. 3C). Repeated sevo�urane exposures for juvenile rats at P25-27 had no signi�cant
effects on neuroapoptosis in the PFC six hours after exposed to stress in fear conditioning training at P34
(Fig. 3D).

These results indicated repeated exposures to sevo�urane in neonatal rather than juvenile rats increased
the brain vulnerability to adverse post-stressful factors, which might be associated with the neonatal
enhanced brain depolarizing GABAAR activity.

Neonatal Rather Than Juvenile Sevo�urane-exposed Rats Exhibited De�cits in Fear Extinction Training
and Recall

For neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats, there was no signi�cantly difference in the total distance travelled
in Open-�eld test among CON + VEH, SEV + VEH and SEV + BUM groups at P18 (Fig. 5A). The fear
conditioning acquisition was determined after the Open-�eld test. One-way ANOVA analysis revealed
there were no group differences in pre-CS freezing prior to CS-presentation (F(2,33) = 0.63, p = 0.79;
Fig. 5C). The results showed the rate of freezing under CS-presentation at P18 was signi�cantly increased
for CON + VEH, SEV + VEH and SEV + BUM groups (Fig. 5C). Although the SEV + VEH group exhibited
higher rate of freezing than CON + VEH and SEV + BUM groups in fear conditioning acquisition, there was
no statistical difference among CON + VEH, SEV + VEH and SEV + BUM groups (F(2,33) = 0.86, p = 0.13;
Fig. 5C; One-way ANOVA). For juvenile sevo�urane-exposed rats, there was no signi�cantly difference in
the total distance travelled in Open-�eld test between CON and SEV groups at P38 (Fig. 5B). The fear
conditioning acquisition at P38 was signi�cantly increased for CON and SEV groups at P38 (Fig. 5D).
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Following the determination of fear conditioning acquisition, the authors performed the fear extinction
training for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats, which was the laboratory basis of exposure therapy for
anxiety disorders. Regarding the rate of freezing change during extinction training, there was a signi�cant
effect of extinction trial (F(5,165) = 24.43, p < 0.01; Fig. 6A). Repeated measures two-way ANOVA showed
there was signi�cant effect of treatment (F(2,165) = 18.87, p < 0.01; Fig. 6A) on the rate of freezing
response in fear-extinction training and an interaction of treatment-by-trial (F(10,165) = 29.65, p < 0.01;
Fig. 6A). The post hoc Bonferroni test showed SEV + VEH rats had a higher rate of freezing response than
the CON + VEH rats at CS3, CS4, CS5 and CS6. Pretreated with the NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide before
neonatal sevo�urane exposures lowered the rate of freezing response in fear-extinction training
compared with SEV + VEH rats at CS5 and CS6.

The CON + VEH and SEV + BUM rats exhibited comparable, low CS-elicited freezing at CS5 and CS6 in
fear-extinction training, which suggested the success in retention of fear extinction for both groups
(Fig. 6A), however, SEV + VEH rats still exhibited high CS-elicited freezing compared with the CON + VEH
and SEV + VEH groups at CS5 and CS6, suggesting the de�cit in retention of fear extinction. Then rats
were tested for extinction recall at P20 by receiving 2 min CS presentation. All groups exhibited
comparable, low, pre-CS freezing during the adaptation period prior to extinction recall (F(2,33) = 1.28, p = 
0.78; Fig. 6B ), however the groups differed signi�cantly in CS-elicited freezing (F(2,33) = 16.21, p < 0.01;
Fig. 6B). The post hoc Bonferroni test showed that the SEV + VEH rats exhibited signi�cantly higher rate
of freezing response compared with the CON + VEH group (F(2,33) = 16.21, p < 0.01; Fig. 6B) in extinction
recall. Pretreated with the NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide before neonatal sevo�urane exposures reduced
the rate of freezing response in fear-extinction recall (F(2,33) = 16.21, p = 0.019; Fig. 6B).

For juvenile sevo�urane-exposed rats, there was no difference between the two groups in pre-CS freezing
prior to extinction training (p = 0.78; Fig. 6C). Regarding the rate of freezing change during extinction
training, there was signi�cant effect of extinction trial (F(5,110) = 16.23, p < 0.01; Fig. 6C). However,
repeated measures two-way ANOVA showed there was no effect of group (F(1,110) = 0.96, p = 0.67; Fig. 6C)
and trial-by-group interaction (F(5,110) = 1.49, p = 0.39; Fig. 6C), indicating that both groups exhibited
comparable rates of extinction (Fig. 6C). Both groups exhibited comparable, low, pre-CS freezing during
the adaptation period prior to extinction recall (p = 0.57; Fig. 6D). There was also no difference between
the two groups in CS-elicited freezing (Fig. 6D).

Discussion
The present study tested the hypothesis that repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats increased
the brain vulnerability to future stress exposure and resulted in fear-extinction de�cit, and investigated
whether the neonatal brain depolarizing GABAAR was involved in mediating these abnormalities. The
results showed that repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats increased the NKCC1/KCC2 ratio in
the PFC at P14. Repeated exposures to sevo�urane in neonatal rather than juvenile rats increased the
stress response and exacerbated neuroapoptosis in the PFC after exposed to electric foot shock stress in
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fear conditioning training. Neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats exhibited de�cits in the fear extinction
training and recall. Pretreatment of neonatal rats prior to sevo�urane exposures with bumetanide reduced
the NKCC1/KCC2 ratio during the stress exposure in the fear conditioning training and ameliorated most
of the subsequent adverse effects. Our study indicate that repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal
rats increased the brain vulnerability to future stress exposure and resulted in fear-extinction de�cit, which
might be associated with the neonatal enhanced brain depolarizing GABAAR activity.

During the early brain development, neocortical neurons experience activity-dependent, caspase-3-
mediated neuroapoptosis. Programmed cell death is an indispensable process for the normal
development of the nervous system, which could be activated by physiological or pathological stimuli. In
the immature neurons for the developing brain, neuronal apoptosis could be induced by excessive
activation of GABAAR [20]. There is a high expression level of caspase-3 in the neocortex during the
period of early postnatal life and a subsequent decline to low levels during the adulthood( ). In the
present study, there is no signi�cantly difference in the neuroapoptosis in the PFC for rats not exposed to
electric foot stress between CON and SEV groups, however, repeated exposures to sevo�urane in neonatal
rats increased the neuroapoptosis in the PFC six hours after exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear
conditioning training at P14, suggesting the increased susceptibility of brain to stress-induced brain injury
for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats. Repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats might contribute
to disturbance in brain network activity and interfere with the activity-dependent regulation of
developmental apoptosis, which eventually increased the brain vulnerability to future stress exposure and
resulted in neurological dysfunction.

Disturbing NKCC1/KCC2 balance would result in brain circuit hyperexcitability and contribute to a series
of stress-related neurocognitive and psychosocial dysfunctions [21–25]. The peak expression of NKCC1
in rodents is around P5–P7 [18], which provide the driving force for GABAAR-mediated depolarizing
response in immature neurons [18, 22, 26]. NKCC1 was reported to play a critical role in regulating the
function of brain GABAergic transmission and modulating the maternal separation-induced susceptibility
to future stress [27]. Since GABAAR-mediated suppression of the activity of limbic-hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal (LHPA) axis was an important mechanism of adaption to adverse psychosocial stress for the
mature brain [28, 29], the GABAAR-based suppression of LHPA to psychosocial stress in the mature brain
might exhibit a opposite, stress-exacerbating effect in the neonatal immature brain. In the present study,
the NKCC1/KCC2 ratio was increased in the PFC for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats P14, the
neuroendocrine response and brain vulnerability to stress exposure in the fear conditioning training was
signi�cantly increased for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats, which was alleviated by administration of
NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide before neonatal sevo�urane exposures. We proposed the mechanism that
the enhanced depolarizing GABAAR activity after neonatal repeated sevo�urane exposures at P5-P7
contributed to the dysregulation of the neuroendocrine response and increased the brain vulnerability to
stress exposure later in life. The alleviating effects of bumetanide for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats
is that bumetanide facilitates adaptation of the neonatal brain to adverse stressful stimuli by reversing
GABA-initiated signaling from depolarization to inhibition.
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Fear extinction provide the experimental basis for fear inhibition, which is the common psychological
therapy of anxiety disorders. The anxiety in fear extinction are usually characterized by lacking in the
ability to inhibit fear. Fear extinction involves reciprocal PFC interactions with thalamic, hippocampal, and
neocortical pathways [30]. Recall of fear extinction, which is regarded as effective aid in recovery from a
tremendous psychologically traumatic event, is demonstrated to be de�cient in PTSD. In the current study,
repeated exposures to sevo�urane in neonatal rather than juvenile rats resulted in heightened stress
response in the fear condition training, and exacerbated the de�cits in fear extinction training and recall,
thus the authors proposed the possibility repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats predisposed
them to development of PTSD. Repeated exposures to sevo�urane in neonatal rats might predispose
them to a higher risk of stress exposure and development of neurocognitive dysfunctions later in life.
Since the transition of depolarizing GABAAR in the neonatal rat brain to inhibitory role occurs about on
the second postnatal week [31, 32], the aggravating effects of sevo�urane exposure in neonatal rather
than juvenile rats in fear extinction training and recall might be associated with paradoxical
hyperexcitatory GABAAR activity during neonatal life .

The causative links between neonatal sevo�urane exposure and later life neurocognitive dysfunctions
were always full of controversy. In the present study, our �ndings indicated that repeated sevo�urane
exposures in neonatal rats increased the brain vulnerability to future stress exposure and resulted in fear-
extinction de�cit, which might be associated with the neonatal enhanced brain depolarizing GABAAR
activity. The present �ndings alert the adverse stressful factors after subject to early life sevo�urane
exposure and suggest a new potential target in prevention of neonatal anesthesia-related neurocognitive
dysfunctions.
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Figure 1

Experimental design of the study.

Figure 2

Repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats at P5-7 had no statistically difference on expressions of
NKCC1 (A) and KCC2 (B) levels in the PFC at P14. However, the resulting NKCC1/KCC2 ratio in the PFC at
P14 was signi�cantly increased for neonatal sevo�urane-exposed rats (C), which was alleviated by
pretreated with the NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide (C). (mean ± SEM; n = 6 rats/group; *p ≤ 0.05 vs. CON +
VEH group; #p ≤ 0.05 vs. SEV + VEH group, One-way ANOVA)
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Figure 3

Repeated sevo�urane exposure in neonatal rather than juvenile rats enhanced the secretion of
corticosterone after exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training. Serum levels of
corticosterone under basal and stress condition were measured from blood samples of neonatal (A) and
juvenile (B) sevo�urane-exposed rats. (C) Repeated sevo�urane exposures in neonatal rats at P5, 6, 7
increased the neuroapoptosis in the PFC six hours after exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear
conditioning training at P14, which was alleviated by pretreated with the NKCC1 inhibitor bumetanide. (D)
Repeated sevo�urane exposures for juvenile rats at P25-27 had no signi�cant effects on neuroapoptosis
in the PFC six hours after exposed to stress in fear conditioning training at P34. (mean ± SEM; n = 6
rats/group; *p ≤ 0.05 vs. CON + VEH group; #p ≤ 0.05 vs. SEV + VEH group, One-way ANOVA)
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Figure 4

There was no statistical difference in the expression of activated cleaved caspase-3 in the PFC for rats
not exposed to electric foot shock stress in fear conditioning training at P14. (mean ± SEM; n = 6
rats/group; Student’s t test)
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Figure 5

The activity in the Open-�eld test and the fear conditioning acquisition (determined by receiving 2 min CS
presentation) were determined at P18 for neonatal (A and C) and P38 for juvenile (B and D) sevo�urane-
exposed rats. (mean ± SEM; n = 12 rats/group; *p ≤ 0.05 vs. rats without receiving CS presentation)
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Figure 6

Repeated sevo�urane exposure in neonatal rather than juvenile rats exacerbated the de�cits in fear
extinction training and recall. The rate of freezing response for every 2 min CS presentation was scored at
P18 for neonatal (A) and P38 for juvenile (C) sevo�urane-exposed rats to distinguish the fear memory
during extinction training. (mean ± SEM; n = 12 rats/group; *p ≤ 0.05 vs. CON + VEH group at
corresponding CS presentation; #p ≤ 0.05 vs. SEV + VEH group at corresponding CS presentation, Two-
way repeated measures ANOVA). The extinction recall was tested for neonatal (B) and juvenile (D)
sevo�urane-exposed rats by receiving 2 min CS presentation 48 hr after the extinction training. (mean ±
SEM; n = 12 rats/group; *p ≤ 0.05 vs. CON + VEH group; #p ≤ 0.05 vs. SEV + VEH group, One-way
ANOVA)


